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Abstract. Physical realism plays an important role in the way character
animations are being perceived. We present a method for evaluating the
physical realism of character animations, by using musculoskeletal model
simulation resulting from biomechanics research. We describe how such
models can be used without the presence of external force measurements.
We deﬁne two quality measures that describe principally diﬀerent aspects
of physical realism. The ﬁrst quality measure reﬂects to what extent the
animation obeys the Newton-Euler laws of motion. The second quality
measure reﬂects the realism of the amount of muscle force a human would
require to perform the animation. Both quality measures allow for highly
detailed evaluation of the physical realism of character animations.

1

Introduction

Perceived realism of movement is an important component of character animation. However, its subjective nature makes it an impractical quality. Therefore,
it is desirable to develop automatic evaluation methods that approximate the
perceived realism of motion.
One approach in constructing such evaluation method is through analysis of
results from user studies. Another approach is to develop a measure based on
statistical analysis of existing realistic motions. Our approach is based on the
idea that there exists a relation between the perceived realism and the physical
realism of a motion. The main rationale behind this idea is that all motion we
witness in real life adheres to the laws of physics.
There are several levels of accuracy at which physical realism of character
animation can be measured. Some methods focus on the center of mass trajectory
of a character, while others take into account the dynamics of the individual
body parts. However, these approaches are all limited in their ability to describe
human motion, since they do not consider the fact that the joint torques that
produce motion are the direct result of muscle forces acting on these joints. The
amount of torque a muscle can generate depends on both its maximum force as
well as its muscle moment arm, which is pose-dependent. In addition, several
muscles operate over multiple joints, creating complex dependencies between
joint torques. These aspects can only be accurately described through a model
of the human musculoskeletal system.
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In the ﬁeld of computer animation, the development of such musculoskeletal
models may be considered too specialized and labor-intensive to be worth the
eﬀort. However, in biomechanics research, realistic musculoskeletal models are
considered an eﬀective tool for conducting research on human motion. As a result, signiﬁcant eﬀort has been put into the development of such models. The
applicability for computer animation is limited though, because musculoskeletal
simulation requires motion data to be augmented with force measurements at
external contact points. We have developed a method for estimating these external force measurements, thus enabling the use of musculoskeletal models directly
with purely kinematic motion data. In addition, we show how a musculoskeletal
model can be employed to measure two principally diﬀerent types of physical
realism.
Our ﬁrst measure evaluates to what degree a character motion obeys the
Newton-Euler laws of motion, which dictate that changes in linear and angular
momentum must be consistent with external forces due to gravity and contact.
Examples of animations not obeying these laws are a character hanging still in
mid-air, or a character standing straight at a 45 degree angle without falling.
Our measure reﬂects these errors in a way that uniformly applies to both ﬂight
and contact stages.
Our second measure evaluates the realism of the muscle force that a human
character would require to perform a motion. This measure detects situations
where for example a character is moving too fast, or jumping too high. Such
motions need not be in conﬂict with the Newton-Euler laws of motion, but are
physically unrealistic because they require an excessive amount of muscle force.
Both quality measures provide objective feedback on the physical realism of
an animation, with a level of detail that is unprecedented in the ﬁeld of computer
animation.

2

Related Work

Human character animation has received a lot of attention during the past
decades. There are several classes of techniques, each having its own advantages
and disadvantages. See Van Welbergen et al. [1] for an overview of diﬀerent
animation techniques.
The amount of research conducted on the perception of physical realism of
animation is limited. O’Sullivan et al. [2] deﬁne a number of measures regarding
perception of physical realism of the motions of solid objects, based on user studies. Reitsma and Pollard [3] observe through user studies that errors in horizontal
velocity and added accelerations in human jumping motions are easier observed
by humans than errors in vertical velocity and added decelerations. Point light
experiments have shown observers can accurately estimate lifted weight [4], as
well as pulled weight [5] from point light displays.
Much work has been done on physical realism in generated motions. Safonova
et al. [6] show that certain basic physical properties can be conserved during
motion transitions. Ikemoto et al. [7] evaluate transitions by foot skating and
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by evaluating the zero-moment point. Ren et al. [8] present a tool to evaluate
the realism of animations using a set of statistical models, based on natural
example data. Some work makes use of user studies to evaluate the resulting
animations. For example, Van Basten and Egges [9] evaluate the relationship
between posture distance metrics and perceived realism of motion transitions.
Some techniques modify a existing animations to improve the physical realism.
For example, Shin et al. [10] show how motions can be adjusted in such a way
that they satisfy the zero-moment point constraint, as well as some additional
physical constraints. Ko and Badler [11] attempt to achieve physical realism in
generated walking motions by constraining maximum joint torque and adjusting
balance in an inverse dynamics analysis.
Erdemir et al. [12] provide an overview of the diﬀerent approaches and applications of musculoskeletal modeling. Veeger and Van der Helm [13] provide an
exemplary insight in the complexity of musculoskeletal mobility. In recent years,
a number of tools have implemented these techniques. Examples of such tools are
the commercially available AnyBody system [14], the Human Body Model [15],
and the open source project OpenSim [16]. To date, musculoskeletal models have
not been used to evaluate computer animations.

3

Method

In this section we will describe in detail how a musculoskeletal model can be used
to evaluate the physical realism of a character animation. We will describe how
to compute measures representing the error in the dynamics of the animation,
as well as the error in the amount of muscle force a human would require to
perform an animation. Our method is independent of the musculoskeletal model
or modeling software that is being used; we will therefore omit implementation
speciﬁc aspects of musculoskeletal modeling.
3.1

Prerequisites

Musculoskeletal Model. Our evaluation method uses a model that incorporates both the skeletal and the muscular structure of the entire human body.
Such a full-body musculoskeletal model can formally be described as a tuple H:
H = {B, Q, U}

(1)

The set B describes the individual body segments of the model. Each segment
has speciﬁc mass, inertial properties, and a reference position and orientation.
The set Q describes the n kinematic degrees of freedom of the model. These
consist of a global position and orientation, plus those deﬁned by the joints in
the model. Each joint connects two segments in B, with speciﬁc constraints, at
a reference position and orientation. The set U describes the l muscles in the
model. For each muscle, it describes the relation between joint angles and muscle
moment arm, as well the maximum force the muscle can produce. The exact form
of B, Q and U depends on the implementation of the model and is not relevant
to our evaluation method.
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Animation. The input for our method is an animation A, consisting of a
sequence of T frames:
A = {A1 , A2 , ..., AT } ,

At = {qt , q˙t , q¨t , Stl , Str }

(2)

where qt is a pose vector representing the n kinematic degrees of freedom deﬁned
in Q; q˙t and q¨t are ﬁrst and second order derivatives of qt . Stl and Str are polygons
representing the ground contact region at frame t, for both left and right foot.
3.2

Quality Measures

Our method produces the following quality measures:
1. The dynamics error measure, κ : A → R, which is deﬁned as the total
amount of external force and moment that is required for the motion to
satisfy the Newton-Euler laws of motion. In other words, it describes the
amount of ‘magical support’ required to make a motion dynamically valid.
The measure uniformly applies to both contact and ﬂight stages. Force and
moment are normalized using body mass and height, enabling comparison
between character models of diﬀerent weight or height.
2. The muscle error measure, λ : A → R, which is deﬁned as the total amount
of excess muscle force required for a character to perform A, normalized
by the total maximum force of all muscles in U. The excess muscle force is
deﬁned as the amount of force a muscle must produce on top of its maximum
capacity. The normalization enables comparison between character models
of diﬀerent strength.
3.3

Method Overview

Both quality measures are calculated per frame, for each At ∈ A. This is done
in four consecutive steps, as depicted in Figure 1.

Animation frame
At

STEP 1
Calculate
External Force
and Moment

Fe, Me

STEP 2
Estimate
Ground Reaction
Forces

Fg, Mg

STEP 3
Calculate
Joint
Moments

Dynamics Error
κ(At)

τ

STEP 4
Estimate and
Evaluate Muscle
Forces

Muscle Error
λ(At)

Fig. 1. Overview of the consecutive steps that are performed for each frame At
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Step 1: Calculate External Force and Moment

In this step we compute the external force and moment Fe and Me that act on
the character at frame At . We do so by solving the dynamics equations of the
motion deﬁned by qt , q˙t and q¨t , which can be formulated as:
M(qt )q¨t + T(qt )τ + c(qt , q˙t ) = 0

(3)

where M(qt ) is an n × n matrix that describes the pose dependent mass distribution, based on B and Q. The vector τ contains the (unknown) moments and
forces acting on the degrees of freedom in Q. The vector c(qt , q˙t ) are gravitational, centrifugal and Coriolis forces. T(qt ) is an n × n coeﬃcient matrix that
has no speciﬁc meaning and depends on the form of M(qt ).
The approach to constructing M(qt ), T(qt ) and c(qt , q˙t ) is not relevant for
our method and depends on the modeling software that is employed. The only
important aspect for our method is that global position and orientation are part
of the dynamics equation. After re-arranging the components in (3) we get:
τ = T(q)−1 [M(q)q̈ + c(q, q̇)]

(4)

After solving, the external force and moment acting on the root element of
the character correspond to the elements in τ related to global position and
rotation, as deﬁned in Q. If Fr and Mr are the force and moment deﬁned in the
root coordinate frame, with the origin at r and orientation R, then the external
force and moment in the global coordinate frame, Fe and Me , is deﬁned as:
Fe = R−1 Fr
3.5

,

Me = R−1 Mr + r × (R−1 Fr )

(5)

Step 2: Estimate Ground Reaction Forces

In this step, we estimate the ground reaction force and moment for both left
foot, Fgl and Mgl , and right foot, Fgr and Mgr . The estimate is based on external
force and moment Fe and Me , support polygons Stl and Str , and a static friction
coeﬃcient μ. We assume that the ground plane is y = 0, and that the positive yaxis is pointing upwards. The ground reaction forces are bound by the following
constraints:
1. At least one foot must be in contact with the ground before there can be
any ground reaction force (Stl ∪ Str = ∅).
2. The external force Fe must point upwards, otherwise it cannot be attributed
to ground contact (Fe,y > 0).
3. The horizontal component of the ground reaction force must be in agreement
with the Coulomb friction model (||Fe,xz || ≤ μ||Fg,y ||).
4. The origin of the ground reaction force and moment for each foot must lie
within the support polygon of the corresponding foot.
In our method, we do not employ a dynamic friction model. All ground reaction
forces are considered the result of static ground contact.
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If constraint 1 and 2 are not met, no external forces or moments will be applied
to the character during step 3 (Fgl = Mgl = Fgr = Mgr = 0). Otherwise, we ﬁrst
compute the total ground reaction force and moment, Fg and Mg , and distribute
these among both feet afterwards.
We assume that the upward component of Fe can be fully attributed to ground
reaction force: Fg,y = Fe,y . We do not limit the maximum amount of ground
reaction force in the upward direction, since this is only limited by the amount
of pushing force a character can produce. If such a pushing force is not realistic,
we will see this reﬂected in the muscle error λ(At ).
To meet constraint 3, we limit the magnitude of the horizontal component of
the ground reaction force, Fg,xz , based on friction constant μ and the vertical
ground reaction force Fg,y :

Fg,xz =

Fe,xz

µ||Fg,y ||
||Fe,xz || Fe,xz

if ||Fe,xz || ≤ μ||Fg,y ||
if ||Fe,xz || > μ||Fg,y ||

(6)

The ground reaction moment around y, Mg,y , is also limited by contact friction
between the character and the ground plane. However, since we do not expect
large moments around y, we assume that any such moment is automatically
countered by static friction: Mg,y = Me,y .
The ground reaction force and moment applied to each feet must originate
from a point on y = 0 that lies within the respective support polygon. This
imposes a constraint on the ground reaction moment around x and z. To apply
this constraint, we ﬁrst deﬁne ce as the point on y = 0 from which Fe and Me
would originate:
ce,x =

Me,z
Fg,y

,

ce,z =

−Me,x
Fg,y

(7)

If ce lies outside a support polygon S, we deﬁne the origin of the ground reaction
force, cg , as the point inside S that is closest to ce ; otherwise: cg = ce . The ground
reaction moments Mg,x and Mg,z then become:
Mg,x = −cg,z Fg,y

,

Mg,z = cg,x Fg,y

(8)

In cases where only one foot is in contact with the ground we assign Fg and Mg
to that foot. In cases where both feet are in contact with the ground, the computation of (8) is performed individually for each foot. The forces and moments
are then weighted according to the distance between ce and support polygons Stl
and Str . If d : c × S → R is the distance between a point c and support polygon
S, then the weighting factors ωl and ωr become:
ωl =

d(ce , Stl )
d(ce , Stl ) + d(ce , Str )

,

ωr =

d(ce , Str )
d(ce , Stl ) + d(ce , Str )

(9)

where ωl is the scaling factor applied to acquire Fgl and Mgl , and ωr is the scaling
factor applied to acquire Fgr and Mgr .
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Step 3: Calculate Joint Moments

Now that we have estimated ground reaction force and moment for both feet,
we can add them to the dynamics equation:


T

T
T
−1
T
T
l
l
r
r
+ c(q, q̇)
(10)
M(q)q̈ + E(q) Fg Mg Fg Mg
τ = T(q)
where E(q) is a 12 × n coeﬃcient matrix of which the form is dictated by M(q).
After solving1 for τ , Fr and Mr correspond to the elements in τ related to global
position and orientation of the root element, in the coordinate frame of the root.
They are the remaining external force and moment that could not be attributed
to ground contact. Their magnitudes are used for the calculation of the dynamics
error during frame At :
||Fr (At )|| ||Mr (At )||
+
(11)
mg
mgh
where m is the subject body mass, g is the gravitational constant and h is
the subject height. We employ these variables to ensure that both elements are
dimensionless quantities, independent of weight and height.
κ(At ) =

3.7

Step 4: Estimate and Evaluate Muscle Forces

Each moment τi ∈ τ is a result of the muscles acting on the degree of freedom
qi (except for those related to global position and orientation). The relation
between the joint moments in τ and the vector of muscle forces, u, can be
described as:
(12)
τ = D(qt )u
where D(q) is a l × n matrix describing the muscular moment arms of the l
muscles in u, derived from U (given pose qt ). In human characters, the number
of muscles is much larger than the number of degrees of freedom (l >> n),
making the number of solutions for u inﬁnite. However, since our interest is to
detect unrealistic muscle usage, we will seek a solution that assumes optimal load
sharing between muscles. A common approach to achieve this is to minimize the
sum of squared muscle stresses [17]:
argmin
u

l 

i=1

ui
umax,i

2

(13)

This optimization is subject to both the moment arm constraints in (12) as well
as to ui ≥ 0 (muscles cannot produce a negative force). The values for umax are
deﬁned in U and represent the maximum strength of the animated character’s
individual muscles. Common values of umax are well-document in biomechanics
literature and are mostly derived from cadaveric data [17]. If desired, they can
be adjusted to match the physique of any virtual character.
1

When there are no ground reaction forces, equation (10) is equal to (4) and needs
not be solved again.
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Excess Muscle Force. After we have determined muscle forces u for frame At ,
we wish to evaluate if they are realistic. Our quality measure λ is a dimensionless
quantity, deﬁned as the amount of excess muscle force, uex , normalized by the
sum of the elements in umax :
λ(At ) =

l
i=1

l
i=1

uex,i

umax,i

,

uex,i =

ui − umax,i if ui > umax,i
0
if ui ≤ umax,i

(14)

where uex,i is the excess muscle force produced by muscle i, based on the maximum force deﬁned by umax,i.
3.8

Final Quality Measures

We have shown how to compute quality measures κ(At ) and λ(At ) for any animation frame At . There are numerous ways to combine these individual scores
to get a score for a full animation clip A. For our research, we have chosen to
compute the average of all frames in the animation, which is suﬃcient when
evaluating short animation clips.

4

Experimentation

To demonstrate our method, we investigate the eﬀect of changing character body
mass and animation speed on the physical realism of a set of motion captured
animations. Changing the body mass of the character reﬂects a situation where a
motion capture performer is much lighter or heavier than the virtual character.
Some motions may not be physically realistic in that situation; we expect to
see this reﬂected in muscle error λ, but not in dynamics error κ. Changing the
weight of a character should not aﬀect the degree in which its motion is subject
to the Newton-Euler laws of motion. We expect that changing animation speed
will aﬀect both muscle error λ as well as dynamics error κ.
Our research will be based on the Human Body Model, which is a commercially
available musculoskeletal model of the entire body [15]. The skeleton consists of
18 segments and 46 kinematic degrees of freedom. The muscle model includes 290
muscles. The inverse dynamics is solved using an approach described in detail
by Kane et. al [18]. The squared muscle stress is minimized using the approach
described by Xia and Feng [19], which is based on a recurrent neural network
and has been developed with real-time performance in mind.
Animations are recorded using a 12 camera Vicon system and a custom 47
marker setup. In order to get smooth ﬁrst and second order derivatives for qt ,
the animation data is ﬁltered using a second order Butterworth ﬁlter with a
cut-oﬀ frequency of 4Hz. Our character (m = 72kg, h = 1.70m) has performed
16 diﬀerent motions (see Figure 5). We separately vary the weight and speed
multiplier in the range of 0.2 to 3.0 with steps of 0.2. We use a friction coeﬃcient
of μ = 1.
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Results

The results indicate that our measures behave as anticipated. First, there is a
clear relation between body weight and muscle error (see Figure 2). This relation
is stronger with more labor-intensive motions such as jumping or knee bending,
and smaller for the more relaxed motions, such as waving.
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bend knees 30°
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one leg jumps
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1

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9

2

2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5

Weight Multiplier

Fig. 2. Muscle error λ, with varying subject weight

We observed no signiﬁcant change in the dynamics error as a result of weight
change, which is in line with our expectations.
The relation between speed change and muscle error is shown in Figure 3. The
relation is stronger with highly dynamic motions, such as walking. With such
motions, even slowing down the animation results in a slight increase in muscle
error.
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Fig. 3. Muscle error λ, with varying animation speed
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The eﬀect of speed change on dynamics error κ is shown in Figure 4. It can be
seen that both slowing down and speeding up the animation leads to an increase
in dynamics error, but only for dynamic motions such as walking and jumping.
This shows it is not dynamically realistic to walk or jump at reduced or increased
speed, without adjusting the motion. It can also be seen that increasing speed
results in a larger increase in dynamics error than decreasing speed, which is in
line with research by Reitsma and Pollard [3].
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Fig. 4. Dynamics error κ, with varying animation speed

Another interesting observation is that when evaluating a sped up walking
animation, there is a relatively high increase in muscle error, compared to the
increase in dynamics error. However, when evaluating a sped up jumping motion,
there is a high increase in dynamics error, and a relatively low increase in muscle
error. One could interpreted this as follows: it is physically more realistic for a
muscular animated character to walk with increased speed than to jump with
increased speed.

Multiplication Factor

3
2.5
2
1.5
1

0.5

Weight
Speed

0

Fig. 5. Maximum weight and speed multipliers for which λ ≤ 0.003. Multipliers are
capped at 3; this was the highest multiplier we tested for in our experiments.
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Finally, we show the maximum factor by which speed and weight can be increased before the muscle force required to perform a speciﬁc animation becomes
physically unrealistic (deﬁned by λ > 0.003). Figure 5 shows these limits for a
number of animations.

6

Conclusion, Discussion and Future Work

We have demonstrated a method for evaluating the physical realism of character
animations using musculoskeletal models. We have shown how ground reaction
forces can be extracted from residual forces and moments. We have also shown
how these residuals can be used to uniformly measure the dynamical validity of
a motion, according to the Newton-Euler laws of motion. Finally, we have shown
how the muscle forces estimated by a musculoskeletal model can be interpreted as a
measure for realism of motion. The results of our initial experiments are promising.
We see many applications for our quality measures. For example, the measures can be used to detect good transition points for motion graphs. Also, both
measures can be shown as feedback to the animator during interactive motion
editing. Muscle error can even be visualized intuitively on a 3D mesh, using color
animation.
Preliminary tests indicate that our estimated ground reaction forces correspond well to measured data. We plan to record additional motions with synchronized force plate data to further investigate this claim. We are aware that
our method has only limited use in biomechanics research, since it cannot detect situations where both feet exert horizontal forces in diﬀerent directions.
However, for the purpose of measuring physical realism this is not an issue.
Our method of estimating ground reaction forces can still be improved by
incorporating a more advanced friction model. At this point, we assume all
ground contact is static. We are currently working on incorporating a dynamic
friction model, which will make our technique suitable for detecting foot sliding,
based purely on dynamics error and muscle error.
For some motions, we have found the muscle error to be above zero, even
when neither weight nor speed was adjusted. We expect the reason for this is
that some of the maximum muscle forces deﬁned in our model are rather low in
comparison to other models. We expect that adjusting these maximum muscle
forces to more common values will resolve this issue.
Finally, an important next step in our research would be to evaluate the
relationship between our quality measures and the perceived realism via user
studies. It would then also make sense to compare our measures to those based on
simpliﬁed dynamical models, and see if the enhanced accuracy of musculoskeletal
models also leads to a more accurate measure of perceived realism.
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